AGENDA
BOTHELL PLANNING COMMISSION
***VIRTUAL MEETING***

Bothell City Hall, 18415 101st Avenue NE
April 7, 2021, 6:00 PM
Pursuant to Governor Inslee’s continued Stay Home Stay Healthy Proclamation 20-25 and the extension of
Proclamation 20-28 regarding open public meetings, and in an effort to curtail the spread of the COVID-19
virus, this Planning Commission meeting will be conducted remotely unless otherwise directed by the
Governor’s proclamation. We encourage members of the public to attend and participate in the meeting
remotely, as described in more detail below.
To attend the meeting:
•
•
•
•

Watch the meeting LIVE online on the City of Bothell YouTube Channel
Watch the meeting live on BCTV Cable Access Channels 21/26 (must have Ziply Fiber/Comcast Cable)
Attend the meeting by Zoom:
o Click this link (or copy the URL and paste into a web browser): https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86355599398
o Call-in to the Zoom meeting by dialing 253-215-8782 and entering 863 5559 9398#
To provide public comments/testimony or to submit written comments please email Michael Kattermann at
Michael.kattermann@bothellwa.gov by 3:00 PM. (day of the meeting)
Planning Commission meetings are also recorded and available the next day on the City of Bothell YouTube Channel.

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENTS
If you wish to comment (either in writing or orally) please submit your comments or request to
michael.kattermann@bothellwa.gov prior to 3PM (day of meeting). Persons making oral comments
will be allowed 3 minutes to speak. All comments will be made part of the record.
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
March 17, 2021
4. NEW BUSINESS
Planning Commission and Landmark Preservation Board New Member Orientation
5. STUDY SESSION
General Downtown Corridor 3-floor Overlay and related Code Amendments Study Session
continued from 3/3/21
6. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
7. REPORTS FROM STAFF
Potential AARP Community Challenge Grant
8. REPORTS FROM MEMBERS
9. ADJOURNMENT
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Projected Schedule of Land Use Items
City Council (CC) meetings, shown in bold. Planning Commission (PC) meetings, shown in italics.
Other Board meetings shown in normal text unless otherwise noted.
Meetings are held virtually unless otherwise noted. All meetings start at 6 p.m. unless otherwise noted
For planning purposes only: schedule subject to change without notice
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continuing Commissioners
General Downtown Corridor
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Continued from 3/17/21

Landmark Preservation
Board
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March 17, 2021 Minutes
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BOTHELL PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING – March 17, 2021
COMMISSIONERS PRESENT (via Zoom Webinar): Jenne Alderks, Carston Curd,
Amanda Dodd, Sarah Gustafson, Kevin Kiernan, newly appointed Commissioner
Claire Robson (joined at 6:20 p.m.)
COMMISSIONER ABSENT AND EXCUSED: Brad Peistrup
STAFF PRESENT (via Zoom Webinar): Community Development Director Michael
Kattermann, Senior Planner Nathen Lamb
CALL TO ORDER: The Regular Meeting of the Bothell Planning Commission was called
to order by Chair Kevin Kiernan on March 17, 2021, at 6:00 p.m.
PUBLIC COMMENTS: None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
ALDERKS MOVED TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS AMENDED FOR MARCH 3, 2021.
DODD SECONDED. MOTION PASSED WITH ALL PRESENT IN FAVOR.
NEW BUSINESS: None
STUDY SESSION:
Chair Kiernan opened the study session on the Canyon Park Subarea Plan
Implementation – Bonus Floor Area Ratio Incentive Program by introducing Senior
Planner Nathen Lamb who shared a presentation.
Discussion ensued.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
Director Kattermann shared the approved 2021 Planning Docket.
Discussion ensued.
REPORTS FROM STAFF:
Director Kattermann shared upcoming agenda items for the April meetings:
• Continued study session on the General Downtown Corridor Code
Amendments.
• Continued study session on the Canyon Park Subarea Plan Implementation –
Bonus Floor Area Ratio Incentive Program.
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•
•

Combined orientation for new Planning Commission and Landmark
Preservation Board members.
Update on the King County planning policies and draft growth targets.

Director Kattermann also mentioned that the Council appointed two new Planning
Commissioners on March 16: Claire Robson (effective immediately to fill an unexpired
term) and Cary Westerbeck (effective 4/1/2021).
City Council adopted the 2019 Comprehensive Plan and Code Amendments and
extended the interim ordinance temporarily suspending expiration of permits for an
additional six months at the March 16, 2021 meeting.
REPORTS FROM MEMBERS:
Commissioner Gustafson reminded the members to go to the City of Bothell website
and complete the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion survey before Friday, March 26.
Chair Kiernan shared a brief report on the Sound Transit BRT meeting that he
participated in.
ADJOURNMENT:
DODD MADE A MOTION TO ADJOURN THE MARCH 17, 2021 MEETING. CURD
SECONDED AND IT PASSED WITH ALL PRESENT IN FAVOR.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:32 p.m.
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General Downtown Corridor 3-floor
Overlay and Related Code
Amendments
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MEMORANDUM

Community Development Department
DATE:

April 7, 2021

TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Dave Boyd, Senior Planner

SUBJECT: GDC 3-floor Overlay and related Code Amendments
Purpose/Action
The purpose of this continued study session is to further explore this private property
owner application for revisions to the General Downtown Corridor (GDC) 3-floor Overlay
to allow 4-floor buildings (the underlying zoning height) in conjunction with affordable
housing, potential reduced parking provisions. No action is required at this time.
Background
These potential amendments were initiated by City Council on February 16, 2021 as part
of the 2021 Planning Docket as the result of an application submitted by First Olympic
Investments II on October 29, 2020, included in the March 3 2021 packet. Their proposed
amendments include:
1. Allow 4-floors in the GDC 3-floor
overlay (white crosshatch in map
to right) for affordable housing.
2. Allow parking reductions near
frequent transit service.
3. Allow this extra floor as a
voluntary affordable housing
incentive in the North Creek
Valley special area (east of red
line in map to right, marked A).
4. Add a reference to above in BMC
12.07.020, Location of affordable
housing programs.

A
B
C

D

The original Downtown Plan proposal
for the entire GDC district was for
E
heights of 4 floors and 54 feet, which
was analyzed in the Downtown
Planned
Action
Environmental
Impact Statement. Due to concerns
from surrounding single family
neighbors, heights were reduced to 4
floors and 45 feet and special setback provisions were included. The 3-floor overlay was
instituted by Council late in the downtown planning process in 2009 as an additional effort
to reduce impacts on neighbors.
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The applicant proposes to build “micro-apartments” – suites of separately rented small
studio apartments clustered around shared full kitchens. Each individual unit would have
a counter with a sink, microwave and under-counter refrigerator.
At the March 3 study session, Planning Commission chose to include the entire GDC 3floor Overlay area for purposes of public notification (Blocks A through E on the map
above), with the understanding that ultimately the recommendation might be to limit the
code amendments to just part of the area. A courtesy notice was sent to residents and
property owners in this area and within 500 feet, and project signs were posted at 18623
Beardslee Boulevard and the southwest corner of Valley View Road and Circle Drive.
Analysis
At the March 3 study session, staff provided initial analysis to get feedback and direction
from Commission before proceeding with public notification and preparation of proposed
code amendments. Some of that analysis is repeated and expanded upon here, followed
by responses to Planning Commission comments and questions at the March 3 study
session and public comments received to date.
Extent of revised overlay: The application proposes to apply an affordable housing
incentive to the portion of the GDC 3-floor Overlay east of the line of 108th Ave NE (A on
the map on the previous page), but there are other options that should be considered.
First, if the rationale is to increase density and provide affordable housing opportunities
in proximity of the campus and transit station, applying the change only to Block A limits
the opportunities. Other than the applicant’s two parcels, and one remnant lot between
the Beardslee South Townhomes and the Villas at Beardslee development, there are only
two other parcels in that area that haven’t been recently redeveloped. In fact, the entire
3-floor overlay is within one half mile of the campus and transit station. An analysis of
each of the other blocks, keyed to the letters on the map, is followed by analysis of the
special setback requirements, which may be a key factor in the extent to the overlay
revisions as well as the affordability provisions.

Block A map

Block A Aerial
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Proposed development site, view from west

18607 Beardslee

Proposed development site, view from east

18605 Beardslee

Single-family zone north of Ross Road

18829 Beardslee

Recent single-family plat south of Ross Road in GDC

Block B has a mix of small to medium density apartment and townhome developments,
one single family property, a day care, a pre-school and the Downtown Fire Station. Like
the west end of Block A, it is separated from single-family zoning to the north by Ross
Road. The single-family parcel is certainly subject to redevelopment, and some of the
other parcels could be a bit more subject to redevelopment with removal of the 3-floor
overlay, though the special setback requirements limit the additional capacity available.

Block B map

Block B aerial
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NE 185th looking east

Ross Road looking SW from west of 187th

Beardslee looking southwest from just north of 185th

Ross Road looking NE from 186th

Block C has a single parcel with a senior housing/care facility and is less likely to
redevelop even with removal of the 3-floor overlay. It doesn’t border on any single-family
zones.

Block C map

Block C aerial

Sunrise of Bothell from 185th

Block D has three two-story apartment buildings and one single-story commercial
building, all of which would be somewhat more subject to redevelopment with removal of
the 3-floor overlay. Widening of Beardslee along these frontages, to meet the
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Comprehensive Plan’s call for a five-lane section from 185th to I-405, will likely not happen
without redevelopment and dedication of additional right-of-way. This block directly abuts
single family development to the south.

Block D map

Block D aerial

Three small multifamily apartment buildings

Commercial building

Block E contains two condominium projects, two duplexes and two single-family
properties which abut or are across Valley View Road or Circle Drive from single-family
development to the east. One of the single-family parcels extends to SR 522. Given the
existing development, location and limited access, this block seems less likely to
redevelop than the others.

Block E map

Block E aerial

Right, top to bottom: Valley View looking west from 108th,
Duplexes on Circle Drive, View from 522 toward Circle Drive
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Special Setback Requirements: Related to the extent of the revised overlay are the
special setback requirements that apply in GDC. A 29-foot setback is required adjacent
to single family zones, and 24 feet of that must have a “Type I landscape buffer where
proposed development is not similar in character and density to the adjacent residentialonly zoning.” Otherwise, a 10-foot Type II landscape buffer is required. To protect the
privacy of adjacent single-family development, development at the setback line is
prohibited from having overlooking decks and balconies and must limit the size and
quantity of windows. In addition, there is an upper level setback that limits the building
height to 3 floors and 35 feet for a depth of 65 feet from the building setback line adjacent
to or across a street from single-family zones, which would apply if the height overlay was
removed. Staff does not anticipate amending these requirements, but they should be
understood when considering the extent of a revised overlay.
These special setbacks are described in the code diagrams below and their extent is
shown in Attachment 1.
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Furthermore, front setbacks “may be reduced [from 20’] to a minimum of 5' provisionally,
with Director approval, where it would create a wider buffer and comparatively lower
building heights adjacent to residential-only zones or where it would improve transitions
to adjacent zoning with different setbacks.” There may be reason to modify this slightly to
apply to adjacent single-family development, even if in the same zone, to reduce the
impact and provide some flexibility for new development.
Affordable housing provisions: The applicant proposes a voluntary affordable housing
incentive, with the additional floor of height allowed for projects that are affordable. Levels
and percentage of affordability are not specified, and in subsequent conversations with
the applicant a range of affordability, including about 25% market rate units is desirable.
The one other area where a voluntary incentive has been adopted, in the SR 522 Corridor
district along the east side of SR 522, all of the units are required to be affordable to lowincome residents (households earning an average of 60% of the Area Median Income,
with a mix of income levels encouraged). That provision was tailored to a non-profit
affordable housing developer and their grant-funded affordability restrictions, not private
for-profit development, so different affordability provisions will be appropriate for these
amendments.
Another option would be to raise the height limit for all projects in a given area and impose
a mandatory affordable housing requirement, based on balancing the private benefit of
the additional floor and the public benefit of providing affordable units. In that case, a
percentage of the units would be required to be affordable at a specified level. Those
percentages and levels still require further study. Preliminary analysis will be provided at
the April 7 study session.
The applicant has also expressed a desire to apply for a multi-family tax exemption
(MFTE) for their proposal. Planning Commission reviewed potential MFTE target areas,
and the multi-family areas in the Downtown Subarea are proposed to be included. Staff
is preparing to take a proposal to establish an MFTE program to City Council in May. In
this case, MFTE provisions could be layered with affordable housing requirements or
incentives to provide additional affordable units and/or to provide for deeper affordability
(i.e. lower income levels).
Some jurisdictions have established lower affordability levels for micro-apartment projects
utilizing MFTE. Bellevue, for example, requires that 20% of micro-apartments in an MFTE
project be affordable at 45% of Area Median Income (AMI). One option being evaluated
is having a project provide a certain percentage of units affordable at a moderate level
with the additional floor, another percentage affordable at a lower level via MFTE, and
another percentage affordable at a different level via parking reductions tied to transit
proximity and a parking study, as described below. Additional information about the
projected rent levels were received just before this packet was due, so those percentages
and levels also still require further study. Preliminary analysis will be provided at the April
7 study session.
Parking reductions: The applicant has requested an amendment to reduce the parking
requirement to 0.75 spaces per unit based on the housing type and proximity to the
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campus transit station. To meet State mandates for minimum parking requirements for
certain residential developments, the City has already provided for parking reductions to
one space per unit for very (50% AMI) and extremely (30% AMI) low-income households
within one half mile of frequent transit service, as low as 0.75 spaces per unit as justified
by a traffic study. Some of the proposed development’s units might qualify under this
provision, but not all.
Those amendments also allow reductions to one space per unit for market rate housing
within one quarter mile of frequent transit service, but no provision for additional
reductions with a parking study. Additional reductions or expansion of the radius from
frequent transit service was deferred pending analysis of how such provisions could be
tied to affordable housing requirements or incentives.
The proposed development is within one quarter mile of the current and future campus
bus stations, which meet the requirements for frequent transit service in either case. The
applicants have provided a parking study done for campus housing to demonstrate the
adequacy of their proposed parking, but currently the code only allows reductions for very
and extremely low-income households. Staff is still analyzing options for expanding the
kinds of projects that qualify for the parking reductions, as well as linking parking
reductions to a voluntary affordable housing incentive for projects that include market rate
housing. Additional analysis of these two approaches, as well as a third approach related
specifically to micro-housing will be provided at the April 7 study session.
Micro-housing: Currently, our code does not address micro-housing. One issue raised by
an early applicant, the application of our public space requirements, has been addressed
by the recent change from a per-unit requirement to a net floor area one. A simple
amendment to define micro-housing and specify that each separately leasable unit would
be treated as a unit for purposes of applying parking minimums would address another
issue, but the applicant has made a case that micro-housing is both inherently more
affordable and requires less parking that conventional housing, so another option for
parking reductions may be to create a new parking requirement for micro-housing
developments. Additional analysis is required to present a specific recommendation, but
one option may be a layered approach:
•

Provide a percentage of housing affordable to moderate income households via a
requirement or incentive tied to allowing a 4th floor.

•

Provide another percentage of housing affordable to low income households via
an expansion of the parking reductions near frequent transit.

•

Provide a third percentage of housing affordable to very-low income households
via an MFTE provision for micro-housing.

The remainder of the housing could be market rate, which for micro-housing may still
qualify as moderately affordable. Further analysis will be provided at the April 7 study
session.
Responses to Comments
Below are responses to comments and questions from Planning Commission at the
March 3 study session, and from community members, all compiled with Exhibit numbers
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in Attachment 2. All of the comments from community members to date have come from
Block E.
Existing Affordability and Potential Displacement: Planning Commission expressed
concerns about the possibility that removing the 3-floor overlay would encourage
redevelopment of existing multifamily housing that is relatively affordable, resulting in a
net loss of affordability, even with a percent of the new housing required to be affordable.
For example, the three multifamily structures in Block D have 12 units each, and a 1bedroom apartment there is currently for lease at $1,200 per month. By comparison, the
nearest new-construction 1-bedroom apartments (with structured parking and amenities)
range from $1,525-1,825. A hypothetical redevelopment of those three older apartments
that yielded 180 apartments, with 20% required to be affordable, could theoretically
replace the existing affordable units and add 48 market rate units. No detailed analysis of
the capacity of those parcels or the affordability levels has been done, but could be if the
Commission desires.
Comments from the Morningstar II Condominiums and Sunrise / Valley View
neighborhood also raised questions about the impact of the potential code amendments
on affordability of ownership housing. For most of these properties the present use is
classified as “highest and best use” by the King County Assessor, and previous
experience with similar code amendments, like removing the Downtown Transition
Density Overlay, has not resulted in significant increases in valuations. The condominium
projects are highly unlikely to redevelop since all of the owners would have to agree to do
it or sell to a developer. La Reve Condominiums does have some surface parking and
open space areas that might redevelop, if allowed by the condominium rules, but without
displacing the current owners.
Impact of Topography on Adjacent Single-Family: Planning Commission expressed
interest in the effect topography would have in mitigating additional height in the various
blocks. For Blocks A and B, there is a rise of about 20 to 40 feet from 185th and Beardslee
to the south and the single-family zones along Ross Road. Block D rises 20 to 50 feet
from Beardslee south to the level of the adjacent single-family homes. Block E is either
level with adjacent single-family homes to the north of Valley View, or slopes 10-20 feet
down to the south and west of Valley View and Circle Drive, respectively. In all of these
areas, the upper level setbacks would limit buildings to 3 floors and 35 feet within 94 feet
abutting, or 85 feet across the street from single-family zones. In most cases the tops of
the structures would match that height beyond the upper-level setback, but the slope of
the land would create a three-story façade facing the single-family zones and a four-story
façade on the downhill side, away from the single-family zones.
Demographics of Affected Residents: Planning Commission requested information on the
demographics of those affected by these code amendments, particularly those who may
be displaced. Staff’s initial analysis indicates that such fine-grained data is not readily
available.
Concerns about Public Notification: In addition to the written comments included in
Attachment 2, staff has received several calls including concerns about the notification
process. Staff has worked with the applicant to provide early notification to give those in
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and around the potential affected areas ample time to weigh in. Public notice is required
at least 21 days prior to public hearings, and this is still in study session mode before
Planning Commission, with a public hearing expected no earlier than May. The Planning
Commission recommendation will then go to City Council for a hearing. There will be
ample time for property owners and residents to learn more and comment further. A
courtesy mailing has been sent to all property owners and residents in the potentially
affected areas and within 500 feet.
Concerns about the Applicant: One comment from residents of Morningstar II
Condominiums raised concerns about the applicant’s track record (Exhibit 2). The
applicant has responded in Exhibit 5. Staff would further note that it is very common for
developers to form individual Limited Liability Corporations for specific projects. Staff has
toured the applicant’s micro-housing project in Shoreline to get a better understanding of
micro-housing and the applicant’s approach to it. It appears that the applicant holds their
projects, rather than developing then selling, indicating an ongoing commitment to the
project and the community.
Next Steps
Staff requests Planning Commission feedback on the issues and alternative approaches
described above, along with requests for additional analysis or information desired.
Staff anticipates bringing this item back to Planning Commission on May 5, either in a
continued study session, if significant additional analysis is desired, or in a public hearing
if Commission is ready to provide direction for draft code amendments.
Attachments
1. Special Setbacks for GDC
2. Comments received to date
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Attachment 1 – Special Setbacks for GDC
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Attachment 2 – Comments Received To-Date
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Email from Rosemary Sutton, March 3, 2021

Exhibit 1

From: Rosemary S <rosemaryesutton@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 3, 2021 1:59 PM
To: Michael Kattermann <michael.kattermann@bothellwa.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Planning Commission item: “Code Amendments for the General Downtown
Corridor 3-floor Overlay and Potential Microhousing Provisions”
This comment is related to the Agenda item “Code Amendments for the General Downtown Corridor 3floor Overlay and Potential Microhousing Provisions”
Obviously more affordable housing is a crucial priority for Bothell but I have some concerns when
reading the memo from Dave Boyd.
The request is for change in General Downtown Corridor (GDC) 3-floor Overlay but there does not
appear to be well developed plans to develop affordable housing in most of the areas ( A,B,C,D,E). Why
would the city change the zoning rules for such an amorphous request?
Second, the developer is interested in building micro-apartments – typically rented by one or two
people. Micro apartments are a good affordable option for some individuals. But, is this Bothell’s
greatest need in affordable housing? Is family housing an equal or greater need? I do not know but
would like to. An analysis would be helpful. The comment by the developer that students renting the
apartments while Husky Hall is being rebuilt suggests the developer is interested in housing that will be
rented by students. Affordable housing for students has been an important need for Cascadia
College/UW Bothell students but it is currently unclear what the trends of college enrollment, including
residential college enrollment, will be. The pandemic may, in 2-5 years have little effect on residential
enrollment, but the effect may be dramatic. Is this the right time to make a decision about rezoning
such a large area when there is such uncertainty?
Third, changing the zoning rules for Section D would impact some single family homes. While residents
who live in the areas adjacent to the GDC are learning to live in harmony with the increased density of
housing near their homes, building on Section D under requested new zoning provides no meaningful
transitional zone for these home owners. Making such changes, I believe, should be based on a stronger
analysis for this type of affordable housing
Thank you for your attention.
Rosemary Sutton
10804 NE 182nd Ct, Bothell 98011
rosemaryesutton@gmail.com
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Email from Sarah Hunter, 3/24/21

Exhibit 2

This is in regard to the public notice dated March 12, 2021, subject: GDC 3-floor overlay and
related code amendments.
After reading the notice we, the managing board of Morningstar II Condominiums, have
concerns, questions, and comments.
Our concerns are as follows:

Why weren’t we notified about this proposal earlier? We don’t remember seeing mailings
about this. We should have been forewarned, given the opportunity to voice our opinion’s.
We have a right to know what the city has planned for our area. The short notice leaves
little time to react and respond.

Our complex is located in the area designated as E, and like the condominiums across Valley
View Road, we have been designated as an area for some kind of unspecified change,
somehow viewed differently from the surrounding single family residences. Why? We are
condominiums not apartments and therefore are permanent individually owned residences
like the surrounding homes.

Your information in the notice is not clear. How exactly does this amendment affect our
complex?

What changes, and therefore costs to us, are you proposing to our property?

What will these changes mean for our property values going forward? And therefore our
taxes.

What are your plans for the future? Are we being slowly pushed out for further
development in the future?
The previous were our questions, these are our comments:

The question of parking. This theory of room for ¾ of a car is a joke. Most families own
more than one car and many of those are SUVs and therefore large. The current
developments have used this theory and have, therefore, caused parking and traffic
problems because the additional cars must park on the street. This proposal will only make
things worse.

Just because we are on a good bus route does not make a difference. Traveling to Seattle
or Bellevue is easy enough but going anywhere else is impossible. The trip takes twice as
long and you must transfer at least twice. It is ridiculous to think that people are suddenly
going to abandon their cars to opt for the bus. It’s a debunked idealistic theory, as is
obvious to anyone who drives.

Have you done a thorough deep dive into the applicant? I’ve done a little research into
First Olympic Investments 11 (incorporated 10/2019 to expire 10/2021) and find it highly
questionable. The only officers:
o Bart Flora. Real Estate broker. Co-president of Cornell and Associates LLC (property
managers) is under fire for his insensitive stance on the renters moratorium, Who
has, and has had, at least ten LLCs in the last five years incorporated at the same
address, And
o Len Griesel (designated as landlord on LinkedIn)

First Olympic Investments doesn’t appear to be a credible company. As with many of the
new developments, construction is questionable and their attempt the “blend in” with the
neighborhood is laughable. Developers care nothing for the impact, they only want a quick
turnaround, a quick buck, and they’re gone.

We understand that we are near the center of the town, but that was the positive for our
location. We also understand the need for taxes but that is no excuse to destroy what was
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Email from Sarah Hunter, 3/24/21

Exhibit 2

the beauty of this town. We used to be called the tree city but that is no longer the case.
We do not want to become another Redmond or Bellevue. Those towns have been decimated
by the insane development. They have become unrecognizable and therefore undesirable.

Affordable housing is laudable and needed, but, who will the micro-housing attract?
Students? Transient residents who care little for maintaining their environment? Will this
bring more crime to our neighborhoods?

Where will these be built? Other than the current construction across from the
University, section A is already fully established. Are you planning on allowing developers to
buy out the surrounding area B, as had been done in the past, to continue this expansion? Is
that why we were designated?
The long term effect of this proposal and others like it should be carefully considered and not on a
purely monetary basis. If we are to be impacted we need to be involved in any decision making going
forward. We are extremely concerned by this proposal and feel that your handling of this has been
less than forth right. We have the right to know what the long term plans for this area are.
Our Vice President has contacted you by phone and did not get answers. You mentioned to him that
you have only heard from three others but that is because there wasn’t adequate timely
notification. It does not indicate a lack of interest. Everyone in the designated areas should be
notified at each residence immediately.
If I don’t hear from you I will call you as well.
Thank you,
Sheila Hunter
President,
Morningstar II Condominiums
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Concerns over parking analysis, regarding First Olympic Investments II and
III’s request to change the Bothell Municipal Code to develop 18623/18705
Beardslee Blvd
To Dave Boyd,
This letter is in reference to First Olympic Investments II and III’s request to change the Bothell
Municipal Code to develop 18623/18705 Beardslee Blvd. In this letter, we focus specifically on the
proposed reduction to the parking requirement.
As residents of the city of Bothell, we are witness to the worsening parking issues in the downtown and
campus areas of Bothell, and at this point, reducing the required parking of new buildings only adds to
the problem. With the increase in street parking with new developments in the downtown Bothell
community, it is clear that parking has been insufficient (or too expensive for residents) in the new
developments.
The question of what the parking should be in a new building is complex. With that, we are concerned
with the analysis provided by First Olympic Investments II and III/Gibson Traffic Consultants, Inc. and
wonder if it underrepresents the need for parking, because we believe they misunderstood the methods
used by the UWB/CC transportation study and because they did not provide the actual output they
received from the King County Multi-Family Residential Parking Calculator.
First Olympic Investments II and III/Gibson Traffic Consultants, Inc. state that the UWB/CC parking
analysis “polled students campus wide…” and used this to indicate parking demand. However, according
to the UWB/CC Final Transportation Discipline Report, students were NOT polled. Rather, a car count
was done across campus to determine how many people were parking on campus at two points in time.
This is significant because unlike high school, where all students are in class at the same time, only a
fraction of students are at UWB/CC at any given time. Hence only a fraction of students are parking on
campus at any given time. Thus the stated “parking demand of 0.31 spaces per students” is misleadingly
low, because multiple students share a single parking spot throughout the day.
Additionally, we wonder whether First Olympic Investments II and III/Gibson Traffic Consultants are
comparing apples and oranges with regards to student populations and their parking needs. In other
words, do residential (dorm) students have similar driving habits and parking needs as off-campus
students? This is an analysis that is needed.
Finally, the King County Multi-Family Residential Parking Calculator is a completely new tool to us, and
we wish that First Olympic Investments II and III/Gibson Traffic Consultants provided a screenshot of
their results. When we put 18705 and 18623 Beardslee Blvd parcels into the calculator, the default
output we received was a Parking/Unit Ratio of 1.1 (see screenshot below our signatures). While we do
not know the exact mix of differently sized rental spaces, we could not figure out how to get a ratio of
0.38. We would like to see that analysis, because when we added “affordable units” to the calculator,
the Parking/Unit Ratio increased.
We think that a parking analysis should be redone and are genuinely curious what the results would be.
Until a new study is completed, we encourage the city to maintain the parking requirement of 0.75
spaces per unit, whether these units are traditional apartments or micro-apartments. Additionally, we
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appreciate that the planning commission recognizes that the city does not have any policies for
microhousing, and that it would be good to explore the benefits and costs (such as impacts on
infrastructure) before committing to it.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Sadie Rosenthal and Norm Wright
10504 Valley View Road
norminbothell@hotmail.com
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Concerns regarding revisions to the General Downtown Corridor (GDC) 3floor Overlay to allow 4-floor buildings (the underlying zoning height) in
conjunction with affordable housing and potential reduced parking provisions
To Dave Boyd,
We are residents in the Sunrise/Valley View (SVV) neighborhood, and write in opposition to the
proposed “revisions to the General Downtown Corridor (GDC) 3-floor Overlay to allow 4-floor buildings
(the underlying zoning height) in conjunction with affordable housing and potential reduced parking
provisions,” in the blocks adjacent to the SVV neighborhood as described in the March 3, 2021 minutes
of the Bothell Planning Commission. Specifically, we are opposed to this being adopted for blocks D
and E.
We are in opposition to the proposed increase to a 4-floor overlay in blocks D and E because singlefamily neighborhoods, such as the SVV neighborhood, need adequate transition zones. As stated in the
minutes, the 3-floor overlay in the GDC was codified in an “effort to reduce impacts on neighbors.” Even
with the setback, siting a 4 story building next to what are often single-story homes would be highly
disruptive and completely out of character with the neighborhood.
We are in opposition to the potential reduction in parking requirements because parking issues continue
to worsen in the downtown and campus areas of Bothell. At this point, reducing the required parking of
new buildings only adds to the problem. With every new apartment in the downtown Bothell and
campus areas, it is clear that parking has been insufficient (or too expensive for residents) in the new
developments. There is not enough street parking to continue to accommodate the overflow from new
developments (for examples, visit the library parking lot at night, the streets close to downtown, or the
bend on 112th, near Beardslee Place), and the majority of blocks D and E do not have sidewalks, so
pedestrians walk on the streets. While we are excited that bus rapid transit is scheduled to begin service
in Bothell in 2024, let’s remember that the recently built apartments are already within 0.5 miles of
current public transit and/or bike trails, and it is clear that more renters need parking than is
available/affordable in their apartment complex.
Let us conclude by saying that we want affordable family housing in the city of Bothell. For example, we
appreciate the work the city has done to explore and approve duplexes on corner lots throughout the
city of Bothell, which we feel does increase affordable family housing and has a reasonable parking
requirement, while also maintaining the character of neighborhoods. Additionally, we are curious to see
an analysis about how much student housing (e.g., microapartments/studios) as opposed to singlefamily housing (e.g., 2 bedroom) Bothell needs.
We urge the members of the city planning commission to vote no to the changing the Bothell Municipal
Code for blocks D and E. Please preserve the character of the single family neighborhood (SVV) that
borders these specific blocks.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Sadie Rosenthal and Norm Wright
10504 Valley View Road
norminbothell@hotmail.com
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Valley View/Sunrise Neighborhood Proposed Re-zoning
Gentlemen,
I am profoundly against to the proposed rezoning affecting residents of Valley View Road for the
following reasons:




From a community perspective I see several issues that will not reversable if
the rezoning and buildout occurs:
o Increasing the population by rezoning the hillside between Valley View
and 522 will create an infrastructure nightmare for the residents of this
neighborhood and surrounding areas
 It is already difficult to safely enter/exit the neighborhood,
especially during peak hours. Adding even more traffic in this
neighborhood will result in an increased number of accidents as
people become more impatient.
 Increasing the volume of people living in the neighborhood, will
also increase both car and foot traffic and will make it more
difficult to assure the safety of the many pedestrians and
bicyclists who use Valley View on a daily basis.
 Adding yet another large multi-level, multi-family building to the
downtown area will further overload our community and
existing infrastructure, resulting in additional costs to the city,
not to mention the impact on current residents.
 The site itself simply isn’t wide enough to make it a viable
building site that includes meets the requirements related to
freeways as stated in the City of Bothell’s General Downtown
Corridor District Requirements document. So why rezone it,
unless there is a larger plan in the works. If so, the
neighborhood needs to be apprised of this plan so we can
mount an adequate defense.
o Our downtown roads are already overloaded with the many high-rise
buildings and there is no reasonable alternative to widen roads to
handle the increased traffic levels, so with the proposed rezoning, in
addition to what is currently being built, all residents will experience
extreme frustration with the surface streets and access to their homes.
I will be directly impacted in the following ways if this rezoning and buildout
occurs:
o Loss of the territorial view will significantly reduce the value of my
home.
o The loss of privacy by having a large, multi-unit building directly across
the street from my small ranch home is unimaginable, and will again
reduce the resale value of my home by a significant amount
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Imagining the many months that I will have to endure construction
crews blocking and tearing up Valley View and surrounding areas, not
to mention the chaos and noise it will create is so disheartening
The increased likelihood of reducing my property size to accommodate
additional traffic and street parking will, once again, impact the resale
value of my home

The Sunrise/Valley View neighborhood has existed for approximately 60 years and surrounds the
historic cemetery. In essence, this neighborhood is part of the history of the lovely Bothell downtown
community. It an oasis for so many families, that it doesn’t make sense to ruin it by large buildings
towering over the smaller, established homes. The thought of replacing the territorial view with an ugly,
multi-level building and parking garage sickens me. Many of my neighbors have been negatively
affected by the UW Bothell campus parking, so I am asking that the City of the Bothell to stop penalizing
this small community.
Please keep in mind that developers only care about building the structure and collecting their fee. They
do not care one iota about the impact on current residents, and it is us, the residents of Bothell who will
pay the price for this rezoning.
I urge you to not decimate the tranquility and safety of the Sunrise/Valley View neighborhood by adding
more multi-level buildings.
Our voices as long-term residents of Bothell and the Valley View/Sunrise neighborhood should matter.
I encourage you to reach out to me directly, or to spend some time in our neighborhood talking to the
residents so you can truly understand the financial and human aspect of the proposed rezoning action.
Thank you so much for your consideration and time.

Lynda L. Carey
10528 Valley View Rd
Bothell, WA 98011
(425)301-0314
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Dave, here are our comments to some of the questions and concerns addressed to you
regarding our project:
Parking: The affordable apartments that we are preposing to build will be occupied
predominately by single occupants although it is possible that some apartment units will have
two occupants so .75 parking ratio should be more than enough. We own a similar building in
Shoreline where the parking ratio is .68 and we often have vacant parking
spaces. Furthermore, the vast majority of the occupants will not own vehicles either by choice
or financial necessity. Almost all of our parking spaces will be located in underground parking
and the few spaces available outside of the garage will be allocated for guests, potential renters
and vendors – there will be no room for RVs and our rules and regulations will prohibit
them. The Gibson parking study states that an appropriate parking ratio for this area should be
.42 so we are providing more than enough parking for the project. Lastly, the area is scheduled
for substantial public transit improvements which will allow more residents to live in the
neighborhood without vehicles.
Building Ownership: Len Griesel, Michael Malmquist and I are individual persons who have
elected to form our ownership entity as a Limited Liability Company (First Olympic Investments
III, LLC) as provided by the state of Washington. It is the most common form of commercial real
estate ownership. Len and I own several buildings in other partnerships and individually under
various LLC names as each building has different owner/partners. All of our LLC’s are in
compliance and good standing with the State of Washington and other regulatory agencies.
After 29 years I am retiring this month as Co-President of Cornell and Associates, Inc. I am very
proud of our reputation as an honest, reputable property management company that has been
managing multi-family properties in the Puget Sound area for over 50 years.
Building Residents: Our experience in the management and ownership of micro housing has
shown that there is a wide cross section of residents including service workers and those
employed in blue and white collar industries. The average age is approximately 25 to 40. In
this location we will naturally attract full and part time students from both campuses.
Lastly, we did not ask for area E to be included in the 4 story overlay removal, I believe that was
requested by the Planning Commission.
We look forward to building 181 affordable housing units that the community desperately
needs and can assure you that it will not have a negative impact on the neighborhood.
Thanks You,
Bart Flora, Co-Manager
First Olympic Investments III, LLC
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